
Lesson 47. Possessive pronouns

Write the correct possessive pronoun for each sentence

E.g. This house belongs to me. This house is mine

1. This computer belongs to me and my sister. This computer is _____

2. This CD-player belongs to Nick. This CD-player is _____________

3. This bicycle belongs to them. This bicycle is ____________

4. These dictionaries belong to her. These dictionaries are

5. This toy belongs to my cat. This toy is ________

6. This Iphone belongs to you. This Iphone is _____________

7. This bag belongs to my father. This bag is _____________

8. These books belong to these students. These books are __________

9. This garage belongs to us. This garage is ___________

10. This car belongs to my sister. This car is ____________

Complete the sentences using the correct possessive pronouns for the word in brackets

E.g. Whose cat is that? (my sister) This cat is HERS

1.      Whose book is that? (my father) This book is _______

2.      Whose house is that? (our family) This house is _______

3.      Whose computer is that? (my sister) This computer  is _______

4.      Whose sweets are these? (my friends) These sweets are _______

5.      Whose toy is that? (my cat) This toy is _________

6.      Whose room is this? (you) This room is ________

7.      Whose bike is that? (my boyfriend) This bike is_________

8.      Whose dog is that? (my mother) This dog is ___________



9.      Whose dress is that? (me) This dress is ___________



The key

· This computer belongs to me and my sister. This computer is ___ours____

· This CD-player belongs to Nick. This CD-player is _____his________

· This bicycle belongs to them. This bicycle is ____theirs________

· These dictionaries belong to her. These dictionaries are ___hers___

· This toy belongs to my cat. This toy is __its______

· This Iphone belongs to you. This Iphone is _____yours________

· This bag belongs to my father. This bag is ____his_________

· These books belong to these students. These books are ___theirs_______

· This garage belongs to us. This garage is __ours_________

· This car belongs to my sister. This car is ___hers_________

Part 2

1.      Whose book is that? (my father) This book is _HIS______

2.      Whose house is that? (our family) This house is ___OURS____

3.      Whose computer is that? (my sister) This computer  is _HERS______

4.      Whose sweets are these? (my friends) These sweets are __THEIRS_____

5.      Whose toy is that? (my cat) This toy is ___ITS______

6.      Whose room is this? (you) This room is ___YOURS_____

7.      Whose bike is that? (my boyfriend) This bike is___HIS______

8.      Whose dog is that? (my mother) This dog is ____HERS_______ 9. Whose dress is
that? (me)

9.  This dress is ___MINE________


